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The accumulation of ice on the leading edges of aircraft wing poses complications
for flight control as drag is increased with a tendency for higher relative turbulence over
the wing. Pre-emptive and reactive ice removal techniques have been employed in the
past by electromechanical, thermal, chemical and pneumatic methods. In this thesis, a
carbon fiber fabric is utilized as a heating de-icer for composites aircraft wing surface
structures. Two prototypes are constructed, tested to generate temperature profiles, and an
appropriate heating voltage is selected for effective de-icing via distinct avenues of
heating system configurations. The heat transfer efficiency of the system is theoretically
analyzed and validated through experimental results. The advantages of the carbon-fiber
based de-icing system are addressed in terms of weight, flexibility, coverage area, safety
and easiness of installation.
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Chapter I: Introduction

1.1. Significance of the study
Aircraft is an invaluable means of transportation for so many aspects of life. In
terms of business and travel, aircraft makes it possible to quickly transport large numbers
of people and cargo over long distances. Aircraft also have important military
applications, with many countries vying for air superiority. Compare the number of
fatalities between the war and a transportation aircraft accident. During the Gulf war, 378
UN soldiers were killed in action, but if an Airbus 380 was in an accident, it would kills
about 500 passengers in the airplane. Among the safety issues, icing formation can be one
of the most dangerous circumstances that could cause catastrophic due to weather.
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Figure 1. Airplane icing accidents 1987 - 2009 (Duchon, 2010)
As shown in Figure 1, there have been over 750 accidents due to icing from 1981 to
2009. In the last decade, icing accidents have decreased because people have studied the
accidents and improved aircraft safety in different weather conditions. Icing can occur
over the entire aircraft surface, and this causes a significant negative effect on
aerodynamic performance. Most ice formation occurs at stagnation points, such as the
nose cone of the aircraft and the wing leading edge. Ice can also form at the turbine
engine inlet and on the propeller as well. When there is ice on the wing leading edge, it
disrupts smooth airflows and reduces the life force.

Figure 2. Ice on wing leading edge effect (Dillingham, 2010)
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Recently, the new Boeing aircraft B-787 Dreamliner lost thrust while flying due to ice
chunks which were sucked into the engine’s core. The engines lost power for around five
seconds each time any ice chunks were sucked into them. No great harm was caused
when this occurred, but the possibility of a serious accident was very high (Freed, 2013).
Occurrences of ice-related accidents are as follows:
1. On April 2nd , 2012, UTAir ATR-72-201 (UTair Flight 120) crashed shortly after
takeoff from Tyumen Airport. The accident killed 33 of the 43 people on board. The
plane had been parked in freezing weather conditions for eight hours pre-flight and
departure without being de-icing (Committee, 2013).
2. On May 18th, 2011, A SOL Linease Aereas Saab 340A was destroyed during the
cruise phase. Due to serious aircraft icing, it entered into a stall mode and flew out of
control. A total of 19 passengers and three crew members were killed (Hradecky,
2011).
3. On June 1st, 2009, an Air France Airbus A330-203 (AF 447) crashed into the sea after
ice crystals blocked the pitot tube during cruising altitude. This accident killed 216
passengers and 12 crew members (BEA, 2012).
Icing-related accidents that have occurred within the last decade are shown below in
Table 1. This table contains only accidents that included fatalities.
Table 1. In the last decade icing accident
Date

Type

Registration

Operator

March 04,
2013

Hawker
Beechcraft
390 Premier
IA
ATR-72-201

VP-CAZ

Global Jet
Luxembourg

VP-BYZ

UTAir

April 02,
2012

Fatality
2

33

Location

Causes

SE of
Annemasse
Airport in
France
SW of
Tyumen
Airport in

Failure to
ground deicing
procedure
Failure to
ground deicing

3

Russia

procedure
Stall with loss
of control due
to icing on
aircraft
Failure to
ground deicing
procedure
Pilot failed to
manage the
icing situation
Loss of control
due to ice
contamination
on the wing
surface
Loss of control
due to ice
contamination
on the wing
surface
Ice
contamination
on stall
warning
system
Over weight
flying in icing
conditions

May 18,
2011

Saab 340A

LV-CEJ

SOL Lineas
Aereas

22

N of
Prahuaniyen in
Argentina

February
04, 2011

Raytheon
Hawker
850XP

OD-SKY

Sky Lounge
Services

7

Sulaymaniyah
International
Airport in Iraq

November
04, 2010

ATR-72-212

CU-T1549

Aerocaribbean

68

Near Guasimal
in Cuba

January
25, 2007

Fokker 100

F-GMPG

Regional
Compagnie
Aerienne
Europeenne

June 03,
2006

Shaanxi KJ200 (Y-8)

Unknown

People's
Liberation
Army Air
Force

November
19, 2005

Cessna 208B
Grand
Caravan

P4-OIN

Ivolga-Avia

8

Stupino in
Russia

October
06, 2005

Cessna 208B
Super
Cargomaster

C-FEXS

Morningstar
Air Express

1

February
16, 2005

Cessna 560
Citation V

N500AT

Circuit City
Stores

8

December
06, 2004

Cessna 208B
Grand
Caravan
Canadair
CL-6002A12
Challenger
601
Canadair
CL-6002B19
Regional Jet
CRJ-200LR
Cessna 208B
Grand
Caravan
Cessna 208B
Super
Cargomaster

N25SA

Salmon Air

2

SE of
Winnipeg
Airport in
Canada
Pueblo
memorial
Airport in
USA
S of Bellevue
in USA

N873G

Hop-A-Jet Inc

3

B-3072

China Yunnan
Airlines

55

Baotou Airport
in China

C-FAGA

Georgian
Express

10

N791FE

Corporate Air

NW of Pelee
Island in
Canada
CodyYellowstone
Regional
Airport in

November
28, 2004

November
21, 2004

January
17, 2004
October
29, 2003

1

40

1

Pau-Uzein
Airport in
France

Near Yaocun
in China

Montrose
County
Airport in
USA

Pilot error in
managing the
icing situation
Pilot error to
manage the
icing situation
Loss of control
due to ice
contamination
on the wing
surface
Failure to
ground deicing
procedure
Over weight
flying in icing
conditions
Pilot error in
managing the
icing situation

4

USA
October
03, 2003

Convair CV580F

ZK-KFU

Air Freight NZ

2

April 08,
2003

Dassault
Falcon 20

N183GA

Grand Aire
Express

3

December
21, 2002

ATR-72-202

B-22708

Trans Asia
Airways

2

November
08, 2002

Cessna 208B
Grand
Caravan
Cessna 208B
Super
Cargomaster

N514DB

Brown County
Financial
Services
Priority Air
Charter

4

1

S of Alma in
USA

Canadair
CL-6002B16
Challenger
604
Pilatus
BrittenNorman BN2B-26
Islander
Cessna 208
Caravan I

N90AG

Epps Air
Service

5

D-IAAI

BAL
Bremerhaven
Airline

8

Birmingham
International
Airport in
United
Kingdom
Bremerhaven
Airport in
Germany

N9530F

PenairPeninsula
Airways

May 05,
2001

Cessna 208B
Super
Cargomaster

N948FE

Corporate Air

April 28,
2001

Cessna 208B
Grand
Caravan

LV-WSC

Les Grands
Jorasses

March 09,
2000

Yakovlev
40D

RA-88170

Vologoda Air

January
13, 2000

Shorts 360300

HB-AAM

Sirte Oil
Company

March 15,
2002

January
04, 2002

December
26, 2001

October
10, 2001

N228PA

10

1

10

N of
Paraparaumu
in New
Zealand
W of Toledo
in USA
SW of
Makung City
in Taiwan
S of Parks in
USA

Dillingham
Municipal
Airport in
USA
S of Steamboat
Springs
Airport in
USA
Roque Perez in
Argentina

9

MoskvaSheremetyevo
Airport in
Russia

22

Marsa elBrega in Libya

Beyond the
capability of
the anti-icing
system
Failure to turn
on the antiicing system
Pilot error in
managing the
icing situation
Pilot error in
managing the
icing situation
Failure to
ground deicing
procedure
Failure to
ground deicing
procedure
Failure to
ground deicing
procedure
Loss of control
due to ice
contamination
on the wing
surface
Pilot error in
managing the
icing situation
Pilot error in
managing the
icing situation
with
overweight
flying in icing
conditions
Pilot error in
managing the
icing situation
with failure to
ground deicing situation
Failure to turn
on the antiicing system
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As shown in Table 1, aircraft accidents due to icing have killed 338 passengers and crew
members in the 2000s. According to the Table 1, more than two-thirds of the accidents
occur by failure to de-icing procedure of the aircraft before flight.

1.2. Introduction
Over the last decade, carbon has been used in many different applications,
including its use in electric heating elements. Most of the limited literature that is
available provides information about electrical properties of carbon fibers, and a few
numbers of literatures discuss about the carbon but not a carbon fiber such as carbon
cloth and carbon fabric. There is also literature about the modification or integration of
fibers to make intelligent fabric. In the 1970’s, activated carbon cloth was developed and
originally used in military clothing for protection against biological and chemical agents.
Activated carbon cloth can also be used as a high quality filter to trap the organic or
inorganic molecules of harmful gases and liquids. It is a good ohmic conductive material
as well.
Subrenat and Cloirec conducted experiments to study the electrical thermal
behavior of activated carbon cloths by the Joule effect (Subrenat & Cloirec, 2003). They
found that the temperature distribution of activated carbon cloth is very homogeneous at
the surface. It has low resistance values due to the high carbon contents of carbon (Kim
& Chung, 2003). In their experiment, they used carbon fiber mats, composed of
discontinuous carbon fibers that were randomly oriented in two dimensions, as it is less
expensive than the continuous carbon fiber.
6

Fosbury et al. conducted further studies on carbon fiber as a heat resistant element
(Fosbury, Wang, Pin, & Chung, 2003). They used the interlaminar interface of a carbon
fiber polymer-matrix composite. Their system consumed power and was very effective at
resistance heating. By using the interlaminar interface shape, they improved the heat
resistance system by reducing the mass of the volume.
Falzon et al. studied about the anti-icing and de-icing techniques by using a
carbon-based electro conductive textile as a heat source and fiberglass to possibly
preventing electrical shorting (Falzon, Robinson, Frenz, & Gilbert, 2015). But the
problem of this system was electrical shorting sill occurred when the panels were
exposed to external impact energies.
Bhat et al. also studied the use of intelligent fabrics as electrically conductive
material, but they used something other than carbon (Bhat, Seshadri, Nate, & Gore,
2006). They employed a method of diffusion of pyrrole for impregnating polypyrrole into
cotton fabrics to be used as electrical heating elements. Due to the flexibility of their
system, they were able to use the cotton fabrics to create heating pads and integrate it into
material used to make apparel. Their system and the proposed carbon fabric de-icing
system have some similarity in that they used the polypyrrole to make conductive
material instead of using the carbon powder. The problem of this system is the low
temperature increment, which means the temperature increases very slowly.
Research was conducted on carbon fiber heating patents on file with the U.S.
Patent office about carbon powder. Most of the patents pertained to the thermal
conductivity of carbon powder, but not combination of carbon powder and cotton mesh
screen to make a heating element.
7

There are different De-icing system techniques available, yet they all serve to
avoid the accumulation of ice on aircraft surfaces. The formulation of ice on the wing
structure of an aircraft is a major hazard and danger in aviation. For instance, as shown in
Figure 3, the formation of ice on the wing leading edge generates a highly non-laminar
fluid flow over the wing structure, which in turn produces drag, a loss of lift, and control
and possible stalling of an aircraft during in-flight conditions.
Several reported incidents over the past few years have been caused by icing on a
wing part of an aircraft. For example, on November 17, 1988, the B-lb bomber crashed at
Ellsworth Air Force Base by an uncontrollable wing due to ice formation on its wings
(Evans, 1988). Scientists and engineers have acknowledged that ice primarily forms on
an aircraft flying when temperatures are below 32oF, and aerodynamic cooling may
generate icing at a few degrees higher than this. These ice formations on the aircraft wing
leading edges are classified into three different types: clear hard and glossy, rime-brittle
and frost-like, and mixed-hard and rough conglomerate ice. The detail images of the three
different ice formations are shown in Figure 5, Figure 6, and Figure 7.

Figure 3. Ice formation on aircraft wing structure (Steuernagle, Roy, & Wright,
2002)
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The first type of ice formation is the clear-hard and glossy ice, which is
occasionally transparent form. This type of ice exhibits a porous quality from air pockets
within which are very dense and complex to remove. The second type of ice formation is
the rime-brittle with frost-lice ice, which has a brittle quality with a rough surface and is
consequently easier to remove than clear ice. The third type of ice formation is the mixed
ice, and it consists of both clear and rime mixed. Therefore, it consists all of all the ice
properties as a result (Conrad, 2010).

Figure 4. Icicles hang from wing trailing edge in cold environment (Grantz, 2012)
Currently, different de-icing systems are extensively employed on aircraft
components using various techniques. Among such are resistance heated, air heated,
weeping wing, boot and electrically heated de-icing; which all entail unique heating
efficiency, aircraft-type compatibility and due cost. Note the primary objective of theses
de-icing systems is to remove and prevent the ice on the wing leading edge and control
surface as shown in Figure 4.
Electrically heated systems are familiar commodities outside of the aerospace
industry which may rely on graphite-based materials that quickly heat and cool down
9

easily. The prime advantage of this system is that they are very lightweight de-icing
materials. These systems are widely popular and utilized in the civil industry due to their
performance of energy consumption. For electric heating systems, they are traditionally
used either by heating wires or by graphite heaters. Yet, new carbon heating system
sheets sustain enhanced performance and a higher safety rating. For instance, the Kelly
Aerospace Thermal Systems manufactured a flexible carbon heating film for their
THERMAWING systems (Cahalin, 2011), as opposed to electric systems that ceases to
function in an open circuit due to a conducting path severance. Carbon heating systems
may continue operating after having suffered mid-sheet lacerations since there are several
conductive paths of possible current flow. Additionally, carbon heating systems sheets
are very flexible and can support protean application. Similar in versatility and
conductivity to this sheet is the carbon heating fiber system, which has become a major
solution in the new frontier of aircraft de-icing systems.

1.3. Types of Ice
There are mainly three types of ice contaminates that occur on an airplane’s
surface are; clear/glaze, rime, and mixed.

1.3.1. Clear/Glaze
The first type of ice formation is clear-hard and glossy ice which is occasionally
transparent. Clouds sometimes contain large drop sizes of concentrated liquid water.
When these water drops do not freeze at temperature below 0℃, they are referred to as

supercooled water. This happens when the nucleation process fails. When such large
10

supercooled water droplets come in contact with the cold surface of an aircraft, they
freeze into a clear ice form. This type of ice contains air pockets which give it a porous
quality and make it difficult to remove. Clear/glaze is the most dangerous form of icing
(Weather).

Figure 5. Side view of wing with clear ice (Weather)

1.3.2. Rime
The second type of ice formation is rime-brittle and frost-like ice. When small
supercooled water droplets come in contact with the cold surface of an aircraft at subzero temperatures, they form rime ice. This type of ice has a brittle quality with a rough
surface and is subsequently easier to remove than clear ice. The formation of rime ice is
white and rough frost is forming on an aircraft (Weather).

Figure 6. Side view of wing with rime ice (Weather)
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1.3.3. Mixed
Lastly, mixed ice consists of both clear and rime mixed together.

Figure 7. Side view of wings with mixed ice (Weather)

1.4. Methods of De-Icing and Anti-Icing System
De-icing systems are employed on a vast number of aircraft using a variety of
methods. Among such methods are air heated, resistance heated, boot, weeping wing and
electrically heated de-icers; all of which entail unique heating efficiency, aircraft-type
compatibility and due cost. Note the primary objective of these methods is to de-ice only
the wing leading edge.

1.4.1. Anti-Icing
The purpose of anti-icing is to prevent the formation of frost or ice on the surface
of aircraft for a limited amount of time (Buck, 2004). Examples of anti-icing systems are
thermal heat, prop heat, pitot and static ports tube heat, fuel vent heat, windshield heat,
and fluid surface de-icers.
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1.4.2. De-Icing
De-icing is the removal of frost or ice formations after they begin to form on the
surface of an aircraft (Buck, 2004). De-icing includes systems such as de-icing boots,
weeping wing, mechanical, and electrical heat.

1.4.3. Pneumatic De-Icing Boots
Pneumatic de-icing boots were invented by B.F. Goodrich Corporation in 1923. A
novel de-icing system can be seen in Figure 8. Boots are effective when used with light
aircraft, whereby they employ a rubber membrane inflated by compressed air to break ice
formations on wing surfaces. De-icing boots, nevertheless, must be replaced every two to
three years and are subject to membrane puncture that renders the boot ineffective.

Figure 8. B.F. Goodrich Pneumatic De-Icing Boots (Flight Safety)
All of the pneumatic de-icing boots systems from B.F. Goodrich Corporation
possess reliable features that give superior performance. The boots are made of black
13

neoprene, a material invented by DuPont scientists in 1930 (Shenai-Khatkhate, 2013).
Neoprene provides better protection from ozone, oxidation and erosion than natural
rubber because of its molecular formation. The chains of double bonds are in much
smaller proportion compared to rubber, as Figure 9 and Figure 10 (Tobias &
Koenigsberger, 1970).

Figure 9. Chemical bonding equation of natural rubber

Figure 10. Chemical bonding equation of Neoprene
1.4.4. Chemical Fluid
Weeping wing systems protect wings from ice formation through a glycol-based
chemical fluid that seeps through a mesh screen and coats the wing surface. The glycolcoated wings prove to be effective in both removing and preventing ice formations.
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Figure 11. Weeping wing: glycol-based chemical fluid seeps through a mesh screen
(TKS, 2012)
1.4.5. Electrically Heated Systems
Electrically heated systems consist of graphite-based materials that may quickly
be heated and cooled with at ease. The primary advantage of these systems is that they
are lightweight de-icers. These systems are also popular in the civil industry due to their
high performance and low energy consumption. Electric heating systems traditionally use
either heating wires or graphite heaters; however, new Hi-Carbon heated sheets sustain
improved performance and a higher safety rating. The Kelly Aerospace Thermal Systems
developed a flexible carbon heating film for their ‘Thermawing’ system.
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Figure 12. Pitot tube electrical heat diagram (Hudson, 1992)
Most modern electrically heated systems are using the resistance heating wire that
made by nichrome. Other than the aerospace field, this wires are broadly using for the
heater because it has great energy efficiency and small amount of weight increases are
not critically effect, but in the aerospace industry, weight is directly related with range,
speed, fuel economy, durability and safety factor. Thus, this wires are usually using for
small devices as shown in Figure 12.
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Chapter II: Theoretical Background

2.1. Newton’s Law of Cooling
In 1701, Sir Isaac Newton developed the formula for the transfer of heat from one
place to another. The meaning of Newton’s Law of Cooling is “The rate of cooling of a
warm body at any moment is proportional to the temperature difference between the body
and its surrounding medium (air)” (Cheng & Fujii, 2007).
By using a linseed oil thermometer and fusion points of alloys and metals,
Newton performed transient heat conduction experiments with turbulent forcedconvection cooling. Thus, he obtained the Newton’s Cooling Curve, as shown in Figure
13. From the Newton’s law of cooling, the rate of the heat energy loss can be obtained.
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Figure 13. Newton's cooling curve (Forced & Natural Convection)
When the object temperature

is directly proportional to the difference in

temperature between the object and background, it can express the following equation
with proportionality constant of

in small rate of change.

Eq. 2. 1. 1
•

T: Object Temperature

•

M: Background Temperature

•

k: Proportionality Constant

By differential equations by separating variables, Eq. 2. 1. 1 can be rewritten as below,

Eq. 2. 1. 2
Integrating both sides,
1

Eq. 2. 1. 3
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|

|

|

|

|

+

|

Eq. 2. 1. 4

When the object temperature is higher than the background temperature ( >

,

is negative, so Eq. 2. 1. 4 can be expressed as follows,

Eq. 2. 1. 5

+

,

+

ℎ

When the object temperature is lower than the background temperature
is positive, so Eq. 2. 1. 4 can be expressed as follows,

Eq. 2. 1. 6
>

,

Eq. 2. 1. 7
,

ℎ

Eq. 2. 1. 8

In Eq. 2. 1. 6, above, the object is cooling down to the background temperature, and in
Eq. 2. 1. 8, the object is warming up to the background temperature.

2.2. OHM’s Law
In 1827, George Ohm published the book Die galbanische Kette, mathematisch
bearbeitet (The Galvanic Circuit Investigated Mathematically), in which he stated “the
currents furnished by different galvanic cells, or combinations of cells, are always
directly proportional to the e.m.f.’s existing in the circuits in which the currents flow, and
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inversely proportional to the total resistances of these circuits” (Millikan & Bishop,
1917). The complete circuit can describe by OHM’s law as shown in below equation:
!
"

Eq. 2. 2. 1

•

I: Current in amperes ( )

•

E: ElectroMotive Force (e.m.f.) in volts (#)

•

R: Resistance of the circuit in ohms (Ω)

As shown in the Eq. 2. 1. 1, the equation can be written as any portion of an electrical
circuit as in the equation below:
%. '.

Eq. 2. 2. 2

•

P.D.: Potential difference between any two points in volts

•

r: Resistance of the conductor connecting these two points in ohm

Both of the equations above can be represented as one equation as which is listed below.
This is most important law in physics (Millikan & Bishop, 1917).
()

#+ *
,ℎ(*

*

Eq. 2. 2. 3

Ohm’s law can be expressed as three varying equations:

or #

#
"

Eq. 2. 2. 4
∙"

Eq. 2. 2. 5
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or "

.
/

Eq. 2. 2. 6

2.3. Joule Heating
Joule heating is referred to as Ohmic heating, electrical resistance heating or
electro conductive heating. James Joule found that heat from mechanical work relates to
Ohm’s Law. And when Lord Kelvin (William Thomson) developed the absolute

temperature scale (Kelvin, 0 ), he decided to collaborate with Joule. Together, they

developed a thermodynamic effect called the Joule-Thomson effect, or the Joule-Kelvin
effect. In order to express heat energy in the same unit as mechanical and electrical
energy, the Joule became the standard unit of measurement. A Joule is the amount of
work done raise the temperature of water 1℉ required same amount energy all the time,
and thermal energy is generated via per unit time (!2 ):
!2

•

3

∙"

Eq. 2. 3. 1

5
!2 : Thermal energy per unit time 4 7
6

The thermal energy is proportional to the square of the current and the resistance. And in
electrical power, thermal energy per unit time is the instantaneous power (%) in watts
(8). Using Eq. 2. 3. 1 and Eq. 2. 2. 4, three different equations can be derived,
%
or %

3

∙"
.9
:

Eq. 2. 3. 2

Eq. 2. 3. 3
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or %

#∙

Eq. 2. 3. 4

Theoretically, when power is constant the delivered energy (! ) in time ( ) can be
described as:
!

%∙

!

Eq. 2. 3. 5

#∙ ∙

Eq. 2. 3. 6

When electrical energy is applied to a resistor, the electrical energy changes into
the form of heat (; ) in calorie (cal). The amount of heat energy produced can be
measured by using a calorimeter. The joule is the energy required to change one gram (g)
of a substance’s temperature (Δ ) by one degree Celsius (℃).
;

•
•
•
•

(∙=∙Δ

Eq. 2. 3. 7

;: Heat in calories (cal)

(: Mass of a substance in kilograms (Kg)

=: Specific heat capacity in joules per Celsius kilogram 4℃∙>?7
Δ : Change in temperature in Celsius (℃)

5

With Eq. 2. 3. 7, the heat (;) can be converted to the joule by using the conversion factor
of joules to calories (@) as shown below;
!

•

@∙;

Eq. 2. 3. 8

@: Conversion factor of joules to calories in joule per calorie 4ABC7
5
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Using Eq. 2. 3. 6 and Eq. 2. 3. 8, two energy equations can be expressed as
#∙ ∙
∴;

@∙;

#∙ ∙
@

Eq. 2. 3. 9

2.4. Thermocouple
In 1821, the German-Estonian physicist Thomas Johann Seebeck determined the
principle of the thermoelectric effect, also called the Seebeck effect. This effect can be
observed by the voltage that is generated when a metal is subjected to a thermal gradient.
A thermocouple is one of the most widely used temperature sensors and is made
by connecting two dissimilar conductors together at one end. The point where the two
dissimilar metals join is called the measurement junction or hot junction. At the other
end, the unjoined wires are connected to the signal conditioning circuitry traces, which
are typically made of copper. The area between the thermocouple metals and the copper
wire is called the reference junction or cold junction. Whenever there is a temperature
change at a hot junction a voltage is generated in the metal. This principle of
thermocouples is called thermal electromotive force (EMF), which is expressed as the
following equation:
E
•
•

6FG6F

HFI

Eq. 2. 4. 1

: Thermo electromotive force

E: Seebeck coefficient
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Figure 14. K-Type thermocouple
The K-type thermocouple temperature sensor consists of a combination of
Chromel (90% nickel and 10% chromium) and Alumel (95% nickel, 2% manganese, 2%
aluminum and 1% silicon). The K-type thermocouple generates approximately 41J#/0.

As shown in Figure 14, the voltage output #LM can be derived from the equation shown
below:

#LM

HFI
O
FH ALPPFH

NVF

+

HFI

6FG6F

OBCMVFC

RWXYWX

RZX[

#LM

•
•

QR
QS

T + NHFI

6FG6F

OAUHLVFC
RWXYWX

RZX[

T

T+

\OAUHLVFC

OAUHLVFC

VF FH

HFI

+

RZX[

T

QR
QS

OALPPFH

RWXYWX

OBCMVFC

OBCMVFC

OAUHLVFC : Seebeck coefficient of the chromel

]

T

T

Eq. 2. 4. 2

OBCMVFC : Seebeck coefficient of the alumel
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O

is the temperature-dependant Seebeck coefficient of each conductor. By using the

output voltage and reference temperature, thermocouple can determine temperature that
where interest.

2.5. Heat Transfer
There are three types of heat transfer as conduction, convection and radiation.
Heat transfer is thermal energy that flows from a hot area to a cold area. It is similar to
pressure in that air flows from an area of high pressure to an area of low pressure until the
pressure becomes balanced in both areas. When there are two different bodies with
different temperatures, thermal energy is transferred by flowing the body of higher
temperature body to lower temperature.

2.5.1. Conduction
When heat is transferred through solid or stationery fluids, it is called conduction
heat transfer. There are two mechanisms that explain conduction heat transfer. The first
is, Lattice vibration, which is a vibrating superimposed network of atoms. When force is
applied to an atom, the atom them moves other atoms to return to the equilibrium
position, and during that motion, the entire network atoms vibrates (Tsymbal, 2005).
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Figure 15. (A) Equilibrium state, (B) One side of heated atoms vibrate, (C) Entire
network of atoms vibrate (University, 2002)
In the Figure 15 (A) shows the equilibrium state which means there are no
temperature difference in the interest body. When thermal force applied, atoms start
vibrating as shown in Figure 15 (B), and these vibrations vibrate entire network of atoms.
This mechanism shows the transferring the thermal energy as shown in Figure 15 (C).
The second mechanism that explains conduction heat transfer is particle collision.
Heated particles are move around inside of a body, and collide with cold particles, which
transfer the heat energy.

Figure 16. Heated particle collide with cold particle
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The general equation for conduction heat transfer equation is;
^

∙

∙

Δ
ΔT

Eq. 2. 5. 1

where k is the thermal conductivity, A is cross-sectional area (Holman, 2010).

2.5.2. Convection
Convection heat transfer is the thermal energy transferred between the solid and
surrounding air or liquid. Another name for convection is Newton’s law of cooling as
described at in section 2.1.

2.5.3. Radiation
Radiation does not require an intervening medium to propagate. It transfers heat by
electromagnetic waves (or photons) thus it can transfer heat in a vacuum. This is the only
form of heat transfer that can occur in a vacuum. The general equation for radiation heat
transfer is;
^

_∙`∙

∙

b
a

Eq. 2. 5. 2

where _ is the emissivity (0 ≤ _ ≤ 1), ` is the Stefan-Boltzmann constant, and

a

is the

temperature of the body.
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Figure 17. Description of conduction, convection and radiation (Prucnal, 2013)
Through the campfire image shown in Figure 17, we can understand the general
meaning of conduction, convection and radiation. Conduction is heat that transfers
through solid material, convection is heat that flows in the surrounding air or liquid, and
radiation is heat that can be emitted anywhere.

2.6. Composites
Two or more different materials are combined on a macro scale to form a single
structure material, and change the properties of the materials called a composite material.
Also we treat composite as homogenous but not an isotropic material. The major types of
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composite materials are fibrous, laminated, particulate, or combination of some or all of
them.
In the 1500s B.C., early Egyptians and Mesopotamian settlers were the first to use
composite material. They mixed mud and straw to build strong and durable buildings,
pottery, and boats. Later, in 1200 A.D., Mongolians used wood, bone and animal glue to
invent the first composite bow. In the early 1900s, plastics were developed, which
brought about a huge change. Plastic itself does not have great strength, but when
combined with other materials, it becomes a very strong structure, such as a fiber
reinforced polymer (Johnson, 2015).
Glass fiber is the most common substance in composite material. There are
several types of glass fibers such as A, E, C, D and S-glass. A-glass contains high Alkali
glass that degrades electrical properties. E-glass has very good Electrical insulation
properties and is mainly used in textile glass production because of its low alkali content.
C-glass has good Corrosion resistant qualities, which means it is chemical resistant. Sglass has 33% higher tensile Strength than E-glass. And D-glass has the greatest
electrical insulation properties with low dielectric constant (Lee, 1989).
Composite materials properties are changing depend on which material combined
in the composite. As mentioned about the glass fiber, depending on the purpose of usage,
it can easily change the material properties by combining other materials.
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Chapter III: Design Concept

3.1. Research Approach
Nowadays, many of the aircraft manufactures are using the composite material
because it has great strength to weight ratio. For the thermal protection system wing often
employed the reinforced carbon-carbon fiber and for stressed-skin wing designs,
honeycomb structure employed with difference materials of core and outer skin such as
aluminum, Aramid fiver coated with Phenolic, fiberglass, plastic, Nomex, Kevlar and
carbon fiber. For the sake of manufacturing simplicity, thermal and mechanical
characteristics, and advantages over aluminum and vinyl, the fiberglass composite was
selected for constructing the wing leading edge (Nadel, 2006).
Similarly, the system material was selected on a multi-basis case. As opposed to
many other de-icing systems, the Hi-Carbon fabric requires minimal additional
equipment, thus reducing aircraft volume and mass load. The de-icing boot technique
requires tanks of compressed air and additional piping, while the sweep wing technique
requires de-icing chemical agents, all of which incur additional aircraft weight.
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Mechanical and chemical de-icing systems sometime leave some ice un-melted, a flaw
that does not occur with the properly powered Hi-Carbon fabric. The minimalistic HiCarbon de-icing system is thin and lightweight even when compared to other electrical
heating devices, deeming it optimal for aircraft de-icing applications.
The Hi-Carbon heating fabric was manufactured with the specification of
attaining a temperature of 100℉ (38℃) in 60 seconds under an applied 15A, 120VAC
power source. The initial prototype designs consisted of, firstly, a Hi-Carbon fabric
sandwiched between fiberglass composite layers and, secondly, a fabric attached to the
innermost of eight composite layers on the wing leading edge. Since the two conceptual
designs differed in the location of the heating system within the composite, the response
times were assumed to vary for each; an increasing distance of the fabric to the wing
surface yields a slower target temperature attainment. Accordingly, the first design was
expected to be desirable for its rapid response time while the second design was expected
to be desirable for its ease of application onto existing leading edges. Alternatively, the
first design was expected to pose more difficulty in the direct application onto existing
leading edges while the second design was expected to produce a slower heat transfer rate
onto the wing surface.

3.2. Design and Procedures
In the Materials Testing Laboratory at Embry-Riddle Aeronautical University,
two distinct leading edge prototypes were constructed. The composite laminates are made
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of prepreg fiberglass for each prototype due to the abundance of available prepreg and
lack of epoxy and hardener.

Fiberglass

Carbon Fabric
Figure 18. Hi-Carbon Prototype 1 on left has five layers of carbon fabric and
Prototype 2 on right has ten layers of carbon fabric
For the first prototype, the heating fabric, folded five times, was in thermal
contact with one composite layer towards the bottom side of the plate and ten composite
layers on top side of the fabric.
For the second prototype, the heating fabric, folded ten times, was in thermal
contact with one composite layer towards the bottom side of the plate and ten composite
layers on the top side of the fabric.
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3.3. Apparatus and Materials

3.3.1. Hi-Carbon Heating Source
A Hi-Carbon Heating source is a radiant floor heating system composed of a
cotton fiber weave impregnated with carbon. It has a low noise level and is a flexible
material (HiCARBON, 2011). An advantage to this material is that when it gets damaged
or some sections at the heating portion get cut off, it would still work properly due to the
mesh structure as shown in Figure 19

Figure 19. Mesh structure of carbon fabric
Compared to other electrical heating sources, Hi-Carbon has high weight to area
ratio because Hi-Carbon structures consist mainly of woolen fabric. Also, this product is
cheap to produce in large quantities.
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3.3.2. Fiberglass
Last decade, many of the aircraft skin structures were designed and made by the
conductive aluminum material. The carbon heating system uses the electric power to
generate heat. Therefore, carbon fabric cannot be attached to the aluminum structure
since it might short out the electrical system.
For attaching those two materials, non-conductive material is required. In order to
maintain the flexibility of carbon fabric, the non-conductive material must be flexible too.
As mentioned in section 2.6 mentioned about the E-glass (Fiberglass) has great electrical
insulation property, also E-glass has great flexibility due to the material property until it
cures. Each side of the carbon fabric is therefore covered with E-glass to avoid short
circuit.

3.3.3. Thermocouple
For measuring the temperature of the specimen, type-K (chromel-alumel)
thermocouple is selected because the K-type of thermocouple is inexpensive and has a
wide measuring temperature range. This thermocouple has great operation temperature
range for these experiments. Thermocouple is good approximate measuring temperature
sensor, because it is difficult to measure the temperature within one degree error. But due
to the wide measuring temperature range with cost effect, it is variety using in many area
for temperature sensor. But it can increase accuracy by using the voltage amplifier.
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3.3.4

Power Supply

In this experiment, a constant voltage of 20 V is used to obtain high performance
characteristics from the materials. The higher the voltage makes reaching the higher
maximum temperature, and the higher the slope or temperature increment, and hence it
allows shorter time to reach the final temperature.

3.3.5. LabVIEW
LabVIEW is one of the mostly used engineering tools in measurement or control
of the application. This software uses the box diagram for easier and visualizes
constructing the algorithm.

Figure 20. LabVIEW code for the experiment
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In this experiment, LabVIEW is used for measuring the temperature by sending
and receiving analog voltages and temperature data through a data acquisition system. As
shown in Figure 20, four different loops are collecting the data from each sensor every
second for 3000 seconds and it is automatically drawing the temperature profile
according to the time.
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Chapter IV: Theoretical Analysis

4.1. Newton’s Law of Cooling
To more intuitively fathom the thermal properties of the Hi-Carbon system, the
following sections delve into the theoretical underpinnings of the system in regards to the
fluctuation-dissipation theorem.
As the heating system is applied onto the wing composite structure, thermal
energy is also applied as heat fluxes, which acts to transverse the structure and de-ice the
wing surface. The convective rate of heat generated and lost by the heating system in an

, is proportional to the temperature difference

infinitesimally small time interval,

between the heating system and the wing leading edge surface, as given by Newton's law
of cooling;
6

where

6

6

and I2

6

I

Eq. 4. 1. 1

0 is the temperature of the wing leading edge surface and

heating fabric, respectively, k is the heat transfer coefficient of the fiberglass composite
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(in [8 ∗ (

e

∗ ℃]), and the over dot denotes a derivative in time. Since the wing surface
6

is being heated up and

<

I

during meso-time scales,
6

the wing’s surface initial temperature of

0

g

QRW
Q

(where

> 0 by Equation 4.1.1. For
g

is the temperature of the

iced edge), the particular solution of Eq. 4. 1. 1 is;
6

I

+h

g

Ii

Eq. 4. 1. 2

such that after a given relaxation period (i.e. t→ ∞), the system attains thermodynamic
equilibrium (i.e.

6

→

I ).

4.2. OHM’s Law
The resistance is an inherent quality of the Hi-Carbon heating system and the
theoretical independent to the applied voltage and flowing current. It is primarily
dependent of the fabric’s temperature and geometry;
"

l

m

Eq. 4. 2. 1

where L is the length of the conductor, A is the cross-sectional area of the conductor, and
l is electrical resistivity.

Furthermore, there is a known relationship between the resistance of a material
and the temperature; resistance is directly proportional to temperature via the temperature
coefficient of resistivity E;

"

"n \1 + E

n

]

Eq. 4. 2. 2
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ER

where "n is the initial resistance value,

to "n and

n

100 "
∙
"R

Eq. 4. 2. 3

is the initial temperature value corresponding

is the temperature corresponding to "

"

.

Moreover, Ohm’s law, given by Eq. 4. 2. 1, simplifies the relation between current and
the dissipated thermal energy of the system the power, P, (in 1 8

1@∙*

e

). For DC,

the rate of energy loss via resistive heating is quadratically proportional to voltage for a
constant resistance such that

.

:

gives:
%

∙"

Eq. 4. 2. 4

@∙!

Eq. 4. 2. 5

3

or in terms of the current density @ and electric field !:
%

Similarly, for AC, the power is often denoted as the average power %Bo? via the circuit
power factor cos s ;

%Bo?

# ∙ ∙ cos s

Eq. 4. 2. 6

where # and are the root-mean-square (rms) voltage and current values, respectively,
separated by a phase angle s.

4.3. Joule Heating
The fundamental mechanism enabling the carbon fiber fabric to de-ice the leading
edge of an aircraft wing is that of Joule heating. Also known as Ohmic heating and
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resistive heating, Joule heating relies on the collisions of charge carriers (typically
electrons) with the ionic lattice constituting the conductive material. As an applied
voltage acts to move charges in an owing current, the inherent resistance of the heating
system is produced by the collisions of electrons with carbon atoms. As a result, kinetic
energy is lost by the owing charges and dissipated as thermal energy. The heat is
transferred through the fiberglass (as it is in thermal contact with the Hi-Carbon fabric)
such that the leading edge of the wing may increase in temperature and ice buildup may
be melted.
The dissipated thermal energy Q in J, at a given time of an electrical conductor of
constant resistance is quadratically proportional to the current flowing through it, as
expressed in the following it;
;∝

3

Eq. 4. 3. 1

such that Q at a given time, dissipated by a conductor with constant current is linearly
proportional to the conductor’s resistance according to the equation expressed below:
;∝"

Eq. 4. 3. 2

Joule’s Law expresses that the thermal energy which disseminates from a
conductor with constant R and I are linearly proportional to the time (t) that the current
flows through it:
;∝

Eq. 4. 3. 3

Using the Eq. 4. 3. 1, Eq. 4. 3. 2 and Eq. 4. 3. 3 give;
;

@

e

∙

3

∙"∙

Eq. 4. 3. 4
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where @ 2

0 is Joule’s mechanical equivalent of heat defined as the amount of

mechanical energy that yields a single unit of heat.

4.4. Self-Heating Effects
The electrical power input to the Hi-Carbon heating source is just the basic
equation from Eq. 2. 3. 4:
%u

#∙

3

∙"

#3
"

Eq. 2. 3. 4

By Joule’s Law, the thermal energy is proportional to the square of the current and the
resistance. The thermal energy in respect to time is thermal energy generation, therefore,
thermal energy generation can be written as:
!2

3

# 3
v w ∙"
"

∙"

#3
"

Eq. 4. 4. 1

As shown in Eq. 4. 4. 1 and Eq. 2. 3. 4, the thermal energy generation is proportional to
the electrical power as:
!2

%u

Eq. 4. 4. 2

According to the first law of thermodynamics, work done can be rewritten as;
8

(∙

P

∙

Eq. 4. 4. 3
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(∙

P

∙

^?2

^A2

Eq. 4. 4. 4

where ^?2 is the heat generated and ^A2 is the energy given off. The energy lost, we can
write the equation as;

^A2

x∙∆

Eq. 4. 4. 5

where x is the dissipation constant. Substituting Joule’s law to convection heat transfer as
(Moran, Shapiro, Boettener, & Bailey, 2011):
(∙

•

P∙

(: Mass of the material

•

P:

•

: Material temperature

•

n:

#3
"

x∙

n

Eq. 4. 4. 6

Specific heat of the material

Ambient temperature

Also Eq. 4. 4. 6 can be simplified by mass multiple with specific heat
#3
"

∙
where

x∙

n

Eq. 4. 4. 7

is the heat capacity and above equation can be re-write as the self-heating

equation as;
z

z{

+

z|

Eq. 4. 4. 8

where
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z
z{

z|

x∙

#3
"R

Eq. 4. 4. 9
n

Eq. 4. 4. 10

∙

Eq. 4. 4. 11

where first equation is the rate of stored thermal energy supplied, second equation is the
rate of energy loss and last equation is the rate of energy absorbed. The resistance is
proportional to the temperature, and using the first order ordinary differential equation,
Eq. 4. 4. 6 can be simplified to;
+

∙

T

Eq. 4. 4. 12

where
x

Eq. 4. 4. 13

#3
}
+x∙
"

T

n~

1
∙v w

Eq. 4. 4. 14

where x is the dissipation constant. It is can be defined by change in power dissipation
over change in the temperature. The above differential equation (Eq. 4. 4. 12) gives a new
equation as;
∙

∙•

T

∙

+}

n

T

~€

Eq. 4. 4. 15
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And when the temperature in respect to time is zero, we can derive another equation from
Newton’s law of cooling:
z{

%R

•

x∙

n

%R : The rate of heat transferred

Eq. 4. 4. 16

With Eq. 4. 4. 16, the heat-transfer coefficient and exposed surface area are constant and
temperature

is a function of resistor " , and

n= g,

which is initial temperature.

Therefore, Eq. 4. 4. 16 can be rewritten as;
%R

x∙

:

g

Eq. 4. 4. 17

In order to achieve equilibrium, the Eq. 2. 3. 4 and Eq. 4. 4. 17 rates have to be equal.
%u

#∙

x∙

%R
:

Eq. 4. 4. 18
g

Eq. 4. 4. 19

As mentioned in Ohm’s law, current is voltage over resistor 4:7, but current
varies with the resistor

:

.

, and the resistor varies with temperature " R . So with

Ohm’s law and Eq. 4. 4. 19, the temperature of Hi-Carbon as a function of the resistance
equation is:
:

g+

#3
x∙"R

Eq. 4. 4. 20

The Hi-Carbon heating source is acting as a negative temperature coefficient
(NTC) thermistor. NTC is when the resistance decreases and the temperature increases.
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NTC thermistors can be described with the following sensitivity index (• parameter)
equation:
"

•
•
•
•

∙

‚
R

Eq. 4. 4. 21

": Thermistor resistance at temperature T
: Constant of equation

•: Material constant

: Thermistor temperature in Kelvin (0)

For the given temperature range to calculate beta, the equation of beta is expressed
below:
•

v

e

3

∙

3

e

w ∙ ln v

"e
w
"3

Eq. 4. 4. 22

To calculate the temperature coefficient E is the slope of the curve at a given point,
100 "
∙
"

E

Eq. 4. 4. 23

The relationship between the temperature coefficient and the beta can drive by
substituting the Eq. 4. 4. 21 into the Eq. 4. 4. 23. So the temperature coefficient can be
rewritten as,
E

•

3

Eq. 4. 4. 24

The best representation of the resistance versus temperature of the NTC
thermistor is the Steinhart-Hart thermistor equation. It is a polynomial base formula. The
Steinhart-Hart thermistor equation gives more accurate result of resistance versus
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temperature with greater range of temperature than the beta parameter equation. To
calculate the temperature with known resistance, it can be expressed as:
1

… + † ∙ ln " + = ∙ ln "

‡

Eq. 4. 4. 25

To calculate the resistance with known temperature, the formula can be rearranged as;

"

‘

‘

‘ •
‘ ••
Š
Œ Œ9 Ž • 9 ”
‰ Œ Œ9 Ž • 9
‰‹ 3 •v b • 3• w ’ •‹ 3 v b • 3• w ’ ”
‰̂
”
“

Eq. 4. 4. 26

where:
–

—

B e
R∙A

†
=

The …, † and = are the constant values and the formula can be calculated with

three sets of temperatures: the low end, middle and high ends. The temperature error for
the Steinhart-Hart equation is about ±0.001 ℃ over a 100 ℃ temperature span. Also

similarly, …, † and = can be determined from the experiment and that constants values
substituted into the Eq. 4. 4. 25.

4.5. Thermal Time Constant
“The Thermal Time Constant is a measurement of the time required for the
thermistor to respond to a change in the ambient temperature. The technical definition of
Thermal Time Constant is, the time required for a thermistor to change 63.2% of the total
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difference between its initial and final body temperature when subjected to a step
function change in temperature, under zero power conditions” (Thermal Time Constant,
2012).
The 63.2% is not a random number; it is derived from the behavior of exponential
function. For example, to calculate the RC circuit’s time constant while the capacitor is
charging, the equation can be expressed as below:
™

•
•
•
•

"∙

™: Time constant

#n
w
#gG

∙ ln v1

Eq. 4. 5. 1

: Capacitor

#š : Output voltage
#gG : Input voltage

In the series RC circuit, the time constant can be expressed as:
™

"∙

Eq. 4. 5. 2

To make the thermal time constant same, Eq. 4. 5. 1 and Eq. 4. 5. 2 have to be in
equilibrium. Therefore, the equation “ln 41- VO 7” has to be equal to negative one. So
V

in

deriving the equilibrium equation between the Eq. 4. 5. 1 and Eq. 4. 5. 2:
ln 41
1

.Ÿ
.

.Ÿ
.

.Ÿ
.

1

7

e

1

e
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.Ÿ
.

≈ 0.632

The purpose for calculating the thermal time constant is to determine the
temperature of the thermal time constant and the temperature value that correspond to the
resistance for the thermal time constant that will correspond to 63.2% of the resistance
span. The equation to calculate the temperature at the thermal constant time is:
¥

0.632

VBS

g

+

g

Eq. 4. 5. 3

For s visualization of the thermal constant time temperature, see Figure 21 below:

VBS

¥

63.2% of the temperature

gG

™

Figure 21. Thermal constant time

By using the Steinhart-Hart equation (Eq. 4. 4. 25) or other approximation equation (Eq.
4. 4. 21), the resistance at the thermal constant time can be calculated. But the thermal
constant time can be affected by the mass of the resistor, mounting, environment, and
other factors.
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4.6. Heat Transfer

4.6.1. Thermal Conductivity
For the composite material, there is more than one component. Composites can be
classified as isotropic, anisotropic or orthotropic material. The thermal conductivity
components for one-dimensional composites are relative to volume fraction. When all the
fibers are in the unidirectional lay-up, this lay-up called a lamina and it is orthotropic
lamina. When the fibers are with various angles lay-up, this lay-up called a laminate and
it is anisotropic laminate. Also there is special case as quasi-isotropic lay-up (Campbell,
2010).

Figure 22. Schematic sketch of composites direction (Abbey, 2014)
In the through the thickness direction (3-direction), heat flow is considerably to be
more complex and harder to solve. For the polymer matrix composites, mostly have low
thermal conductivity because of the polymeric resins (epoxy resin) act like insulator due
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to its stable chemical bonding, composition and structure (Callister, 2003). The thermal
conductivity for the fiber direction (1-direction) is (Tavman & Akinci, 2000);
∙
V ∙ #V +
V

6

where

6

I

I

∙ #V

is the thermal conductivity of 1-direction,

conductivity,

I

Eq. 4. 6. 1
V

is the matrix thermal

is the fiber thermal conductivity, #V is the volume of matrix, and #I is

the volume of fiber. And the thermal conductivity for the normal to the fibers is;
P

I

∙ #I +

V

∙ #V

Eq. 4. 6. 2

Above two equation (Eq. 4. 6. 1 and Eq. 4. 6. 2) are the simplest calculate the thermal
conductivities in the fiber and normal to the fiber direction.
Springer and Tsai developed a square distribution of cylindrical fibers in the
matrix material, and the equation of the thermal conductivity in normal to the fiber is;
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Š
‰
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¨
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v¨ ∙ § w
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©
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Eq. 4. 6. 3

where,
¨

2}

V
I

1~
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And there are several equations to derive the thermal conductivity like Rayleigh,
Cheng-Vachon, Halpin-Tsai and Lewis-Nielsen. They are all having different conditions
to use like shapes of fiber. The equations are showing in below;
Rayleigh equation

P

V

³1

´ + #I

where,

e

0.3058,

3

2 ∙ #I
e

´

∙ #Ib

0.0134, and ´

3

´

#Iµ

¶

Eq. 4. 6. 4
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Cheng-Vachon equation
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Eq. 4. 6. 5
where,
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¨

¯
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3
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4 ∙ ¯‡∙.
3

[

if the thermal conductivity of the matrix is much smaller than the fiber,
100, Cheng-Vachon equation can be rewritten as;

V

≪

I

or

[

º

>
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1

P

V

¨

Eq. 4. 6. 6

Halpin-Tsai equation
P

V

À

where,
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Eq. 4. 6. 7
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For the circular or square fibers ¾ is equal to one.
Lastly, Lewis-Nielsen equation (Zimmer, et al., 2012)

where,
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~
1 ¨ ∙ #I ∙ —

e Žº
9
Žº

7 ∙ #I , and —V

0.52

Eq. 4. 6. 8

With Eq. 4. 6. 2 through Eq. 4. 6. 8, effective thermal conductivity can be predicting with
comparing with different equations for glass fiber reinforced composite materials.

4.6.2. Heat Transfer of Thin Plate
Most polymer reinforced materials are thermally anisotropic and inhomogeneous
due to differences of conductivities between the fiber and matrix. By using the thermal
laminate theories (TLT) for composite materials (Rolfes, 1990), through thickness
temperature distribution for composites plates can be expressed by a linear function when
the all layers of the thermal conductivities in the 3-direction are identical, and no heat
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transfer resistance at the interfaces (Ozisik, 1968). For an orthotropic nonhomogeneous
heat transfer for a multilayer with heat generation governing equation is;

Ã

Ä,
Ã

g

Eg ∙ ∇ 3 ∙

Ä,

g

+

Eg
g

∙ Æg Ä,

Eq. 4. 6. 9

subject to
Äg ≤ Ä ≤ Äg•e ,

>0

where,
∇3 ≡

1 Ã
Ã
∙
∙ vÄ P ∙ w
P
Ä ÃÄ
ÃÄ

Eq. 4. 6. 10

Eq. 4. 6. 10 is the one-dimensional Laplace differential operator; ) value for the plate is

zero. The È represent È
g

U

layer of composites (È

1, 2, … ( . E is thermal diffusivity and

is the temperature of layer È. The Eq. 4. 6. 9 has some assumption:
1. Inside the layer, no heat flux generated
2. Perfectly thermal contact between all layers
3. Heat flows in the 3-direction

For the assumption 3, the system has to be one dimensional heat transfer. Therefore,
the temperature distribution has to be uniform. To satisfy that assumption, Biot number
has to be less than 0.1. The carbon fabric with composite structure Biot number is greater
than 0.1.
¨È+

ℎ ∙ mA

Eq. 4. 6. 11
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The initial condition can be expressed with given function Êg Ä
g

Ä, 0

Êg Ä , Äg ≤ Ä ≤ Äg•e

Eq. 4. 6. 12

Figure 23 Composite region consisting of m layers
The boundary conditions of inner surface (Ä
interfaces (Ä

Äg•e ) are describe as;

g

ℎ∙\

V

∙

ÄV•e ,

Ã

g

g

Äg•e ,

Äg•e ,
ÃÄ
Ë

Ã

e

g•e

Äe ,
ÃÄ

]

0

Äg•e ,

g•e
V

∙

∙

Ã

Ã

Äe ), outer surface (Ä

g•e
V

,

Äg•e ,
ÃÄ
ÄV•e ,
ÃÄ

ÄV•e ) and

Eq. 4. 6. 13
Ä

Äg•e

,

,

Eq. 4. 6. 14
Ä

Ä

Äg•e

ÄV•e

Eq. 4. 6. 15

Eq. 4. 6. 16
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where ℎe and ℎV are the heat transfer coefficients at the inner and outer surface, and in

this section È for the thermal conductivity is representing the layers, the coordinates of the
layers show in Figure 23.

Antonopoulos and Tzivanidis (Antonopoulos & Tzivanidis, 1995) derived new
dependent variable by non-homogeneous problem to homogeneous problem for the two
convection boundary condition.
sg Ä,

g

Ä,

, Äg ≤ Ä ≤ Äg•e , È

Ë

1,2, … , (

Eq. 4. 6. 17

Now, the Eq. 4. 6. 9 becomes;
Ãsg Ä,
Ã

Eg ∙ ∇3 ∙ sg Ä,

+

Eg
g

∙ Æg Ä,

Ë

Ä,

Eq. 4. 6. 18

and the boundary conditions become;
Ãse Äe ,
ÃÄ

g

∙

V

sg Äg•e ,

Ãsg Äg•e ,
ÃÄ

∙

sg•e Äg•e ,

g•e

ÃsV ÄV•e ,
ÃÄ

0

∙

Ãsg•e Äg•e ,
ÃÄ

+ ℎV ∙ sV ÄV•e ,

Eq. 4. 6. 19
Eq. 4. 6. 20
0

0

Eq. 4. 6. 21

Eq. 4. 6. 22

also, the initial condition becomes
sg Ä, 0

Êg Ä

Ë

0 ≡ Ìg Ä , Äg ≤ Ä ≤ Äg•e

By assuming separation of variables, the sg Ä,

Eq. 4. 6. 23

can be expressed as;
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with È

Ë

sg Ä,

Í ÎgG Ä ∙ ΓG

,

GÐe

Äg ≤ Ä ≤ Äg•e

Eq. 4. 6. 24

1, 2, … , (, and the function of ÑgG and ΓG can be determine by following the

summation from the fundamental theorem. When substitute the general form of the
Ä,

into the Eq. 4. 6. 9,
E∙

Γ2
Γ t

∇3 Î Ä
Î Ä

Eq. 4. 6. 25

where Γ2 is the derivative of temperature respect to time. And it is only true when some
constant ( • 3) equal to both side of Eq. 4. 6. 25. Eigen function ÎgG has to satisfy the
eigenvalue problem as shown in below for È layers with
Eg ∙ ∇3 ∙ ÎgG Ä + •G3 ∙ ÎgG Î

series.

0 , Äg ≤ Ä ≤ Äg•e

Eq. 4. 6. 26

where ∇3 is defined by Eq. 4. 6. 10 and with the boundary conditions
ÎeG Äe
ÌÄ

g
V

∙

∙

ÎgG Äg•e

ÎgG Äg•e
Ä

0

Eq. 4. 6. 27

Îg•e Äg•e

g•e

∙

Eq. 4. 6. 28

Îg•e,G Äg•e
Ä

ÎVG ÄV•e
+ ℎ ∙ ÎVG ÄV•e
Ä

Eq. 4. 6. 29
0

Eq. 4. 6. 30

Above Eq. 4. 6. 26 eigenvalue problem can be solve by
ÎgG Ä

gG

∙ ΦgG Ä + 'gG ∙ ΨgG Ä ,

Äg ≤ Ä ≤ Äg•e

The functions Φ and Ψ are linearly independent solutions of Eq. 4. 6. 26.

Eq. 4. 6. 31
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Table 2. The linearly independent solutions (Ozisik, 1968)
Geometry
Plate
Cylinder
Sphere

ÔÕÖ ×
ØÕÖ ×
•gG
•gG
cos }
∙ Ä~
sin }
∙ Ä~
»Eg
»Eg
•gG
•gG
@n }
∙ Ä~
Ùn }
∙ Ä~
» Eg
»Eg
1
•gG
1
•gG
∙ sin }
∙ Ä~
∙ cos }
∙ Ä~
Ä
Ä
»Eg
»Eg

by substituting the functions Ô and Ø into the Eq. 4. 6. 31 and then apply to the

boundary conditions Eq. 4. 6. 27 to Eq. 4. 6. 30, constant values
determined. The boundary conditions can be re-write as;
eG

ΦgG Äg•e ∙
g

gG

+ ΨgG Äg•e ∙ 'gG

Ú
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Äg•e ∙
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\ℎ ∙ ΦVG ÄV•e +
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Ú
∙ ¿eG
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Ú
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g•e

g•e,G

gG
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0

Eq. 4. 6. 32

Ψg•e,G Äg•e ∙ 'g•e,G

Ú
∙ Φg•e,G
Äg•e ∙

+ \ℎ ∙ ΨÛÜ ÄV•e +

0

Eq. 4. 6. 33
g•e,G

g•e

Eq. 4. 6. 34

V

Ú
∙ ΨVG
ÄV•e ] ∙ 'VG

Eq. 4. 6. 35

1 and ΦÚ and ΨÚ are derivatives with respect to z. Above four

equations can be re-write as matrix form. Following the Cramer’s theorem, these
homogeneous equations only have non-trivial solutions when the determinant of matrix is
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zero. The homogeneous set of 2 ∙ ( eigenvalues can be using for determine the unknown

constant

and ', where one of the constant have to be determined arbitrarily.

Next step is calculation of the solution of the time component. To determine the solution
of the time component, it requires the Æg Ä,

Ë

Ìg Ä

Eg
g

where È

variables and initial condition.

Í ÌG∗ ∙ ÎgG Ä

GÐe
Ë

Æg Ä,

Í ÆG∗

Ë

1

∙ ÎgG Ä

GÐe

Í

∙ ÎgG Ä

∗
G

GÐe

Eq. 4. 6. 36

Eq. 4. 6. 37

Eq. 4. 6. 38

1, 2, … , (. The Eq. 4. 6. 36 to Eq. 4. 6. 38 are representing by the Fourier

series, due to that the appropriate variable of space and time has to contain. The unknown
Fourier constants are expressed as;
Ìg∗ Ä
ÆG∗
∗
G

∑V
gÐe
∑V
gÐe

g
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∙ NÞ

Þ ß‘

Eg ∙ NÞ
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Þ ß‘

∑V
gÐe

Eg ∙ NÞ
g

Ìg Ä ∙ ÎgG Ä ∙ Ä P T

à

Þ ß‘

∙ ÎgG Ä ∙ Ä P T

ÎgG Ä ∙ Ä P T

à

Eq. 4. 6. 39

Eq. 4. 6. 40

Eq. 4. 6. 41

where,
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à
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Þ

3
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Eq. 4. 6. 42

To determine the values of Fourier constants use the orthogonality property of the Eigen
functions over an individual layer. Before determine, at the both side are multiplied by
á

∙ ÎgGÚ ∙ Ä P , then integrated by individual layer and summation over all layers. For

example,
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Eq. 4. 6. 43

And orthogonality is defined as;
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Eq. 4. 6. 44

With above condition, the Eq. 4. 6. 43 can be rearranging as;
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Eq. 4. 6. 45

The Eq. 4. 6. 37 and Eq. 4. 6. 38 can be rearranging as above;
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Eq. 4. 6. 46

Eq. 4. 6. 47
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The heat transfer Eq. 4. 6. 18 can be rewritten by substitution of Eq. 4. 6. 24, Eq. 4. 6. 37
and Eq. 4. 6. 38 as;
Ë

Í

GÐe

ΓG

Ë

∙ ÎgG Ä

Í Eg ∙ ΓG

GÐe

Ë

+Í

GÐe
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∗
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∙ ÎgG Ä

GÐe

Eq. 4. 6. 48

Putting the equation From Eq. 4. 6. 26 into the Eq. 4. 6. 48, it can be rewritten with the
eigenvalues •G as;
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Íæ
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∗
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ç ∙ ÎgG Ä
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Eq. 4. 6. 49

To make above equation to zero, the equation inside of square bracket or ÎgG has to be
zero, but ÎgG cannot be zero, therefore, inside of the square bracket equation has to be

zero. And with that equation, ΓG can be obtained by using the initial condition,
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Eq. 4. 6. 50

(, so between the

equation obtains by

simplifying the inside of the square bracket equation of Eq. 4. 6. 49 as;
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È
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Eq. 4. 6. 51
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The general form of the separation of the variables (Eq. 4. 6. 24) is used to obtain

the final expressions of sg for each end layers and in between end layers as following

equations,

For È

1, 2, 3, … , (

sg Ä,

Ë

Í ÎgG Ä ∙

GÐe

∙æ

n

}ÆG∗

‚Y9 ∙

∙

∗
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~∙

9∙
‚Y

+ ÌG∗ ç

Eq. 4. 6. 52

The temperature at any layers and time can be solving by using above equations with Eq.
4. 6. 17. This heat transfer equation presents solving the layer wise temperature change
over the time.

4.7. Prepreg Fiber Glass Calculations
When specifications of the reinforced fiber composite materials is unknown, there
is way to calculation the predict values, which is the cured ply thickness equation, by
using the Eq. 4. 7. 1, the volume fraction can be obtaining also it makes predicting
material.
%

•
•

Ì
l ∙ 10 ∙ #I

Eq. 4. 7. 1

Ì: Fiber areal weight (Æ/(3 )

l: Fiber density (Æ/=(‡ )
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Chapter V: Experimental Analysis

In this chapter, two different prototypes were examined with three different input
voltages. Each proto type had different number of carbon fabric layers, first proto type
had five layers and second proto type had ten layers. On top of the carbon fabric, nine
layers of fiberglass surface skin will pile up and study about heat transfer through the
thickness of each layers of surface skin.

5.1. Methodology
Despite the stated Hi-Carbon manufacturing specifications, upon laboratory
experimentation, a single 63.5 by 12.7 centimeter fabric layer failed to reach the target

temperature of 38℃ within one minute. The cause of this problem was rooted in the
manufacturing process of the Hi-Carbon fabric.
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Figure 24. Carbon black present in Hi-Carbon (Wikipedia, 2015)
The fundamental resistive component of the Hi-Carbon fabric is a material called
carbon black which is shown in Figure 24. Made by the incomplete combustion of heavy
petroleum products, carbon black (also known as acetylene black, channel black, furnace
black, lamp black, and thermal black) is a type of amorphous carbon allotrope with a high
surface area to volume ratio commonly used in diesel oxidation experiments (Arnal,
Alzueta, Millera, & Bibao, 2011).
In 2002, the Mitsubishi Chemical Corporation invented a resin-coated carbon

black with a high volume resistivity of l ≈ 100Ω ∙ =(. The intent of the application was

to insulate black spacers of optical color filters in color televisions, cameras and other
such commodities (Hisashi, Arata, & Sekine, 2002). Although carbon black has thermal,
electric and chemical properties similar to the chemically modified grapheme analogue
called thermally reduced grapheme oxide (TRGO), it is cheaper and more readily
fabricated (Wong, Ambrosi, & Pumera, 2012).
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Laminate

Carbon fabric

Figure 25. Delaminated Hi-Carbon material
Due to the negative temperature coefficient (NTC) of resistivity of carbon black
(see Self-Heating Effects in section 4.4.), the delaminated Hi-Carbon fabric heating rate
was not as expected, as the vulnerable carbon black content decreased with delamination.
The delaminated fabric is shown in Figure 25. As a result, the temperature change by a
measured 7.44 W power supply was insufficient due to the resistance increase from the
initial value of approximately 2000 Ω.

To decrease the resistance of the fabric, the fabric area was decreased by
shortening the length and width. The resulting smaller dimension between conductive
copper plates concentrated the power, yet still did not produce the thermal energy
required. Subsequently, the resistance was further decreased by folding the fabric five
times; the carbon black on the delaminated fabric was concentrated and the system was
less resistive at an average of about 145.37 Ω at room temperature (25℃).
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Carbon Fabric

Copper plates

Figure 26. Laminated Hi-Carbon with glass fiber layers with copper conductive
plates.
With such modifications, the fabric was able to produce the temperature changes
required. The resulting folded delaminated fabric with conductive copper plates measured
5 centimeters in length and width with 2.25 mm in thickness as shown in Figure 26. It is
noted that the folds were of odd integers such that the current is evenly distributed
between the plates. To further increase the conductance, theoretically, more carbon black
could be concentrated.

5.2. Experimental Design
During the composite curing procedure, shown in Figure 27, the fabric layers

were compressed by a vacuum system in 260℉ oven for 90 minutes followed by a 30
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minute cool down. The completed prototypes of the carbon fabric heating systems are
shown in Figure 26.

Figure 27. Vacuum compressed proto types in 260 degree oven
Once connected to a power supply, the temperature was measured by a signal box
and time was measured by LabVIEW (for accuracy), while attached thermal couples on
the prototype surfaces sent data that was digitally displayed by LabVIEW computer
software as shown in Figure 28
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Power supplier

Computer with
LabVIEW

Refrigerator

Signal box

SCB-100

Figure 28. Experimental set-up
Nine layers of the fiberglass consider as wing surface skin and these layers are
piled up on top of the carbon fabric heating system. A thermocouple is located at the heat
source, and three more thermocouples are located third, sixth and ninth layer of the
fiberglass. A vacuum bag was used to hold the fiberglass layers and carbon fabric
together as one uniform body, as shown in Figure 29.
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Figure 29. Vacuum bag used to hold the carbon fabric, fiberglass layers and
thermocouples together
As shown in Figure 29, red and yellow wire connectors were used to supplying the
voltage for the power supplier to the carbon fabric. Four thin wires connected the
thermocouples to the signal box. Each of the thermocouples were placed within the
carbon fabric layer, third, sixth, and ninth (outer surface) of the fiberglass structure. From
the principles of thermocouples in section 3.3.3, each thermocouple will generate a very
small voltage due to the temperature different between hot junction and cold junction and
these generated voltages will flow into the signal box to be amplified. This signal box
(See Figure 30) enables to read the temperature accuracy within ± 2℃.
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Figure 30. Voltage amplifier for generated voltage from thermocouples
From the signal box, the analog input voltage flowed into the SCB-100. The SCB-100
(See Figure 31) has its own cold-junction compensation temperature sensor for the
thermocouple. Data acquisition system converted input analog-to-digital data. The SCB100 only measures the temperature. It is directly connected to a power supply with one
Ohm shunt resistor to measure the current flow to the carbon fabric. In order to measure
the accurate current flow without amplifiers, the particular data acquisition needed to be
higher than the half Ohms shunt resistor. To get more accurate results and to simplify the
calculation, one Ohm shunt resistor is selected in the experiment. The generated voltage
and current values are converted to digital signals through the data acquisition system.
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Figure 31. NI SCB-100 data acquisition (NI Corp.)
De-icing systems are usually operated at environmental temperatures that below
0℃. In order to simulate such an environment, the carbon fabric de-icing system was
tested by installing the prototypes in a refrigerator (See Figure 32).

A

B

C

Figure 32. Prototypes set-up inside of refrigerator, A specimen is 10 layers of the
carbon fabric, and B and C is 5 layers of the carbon fabric.
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First attempt was applying the constant 40 volts to prototypes, but while the
experiment, specimen A temperature was increased more than 430℃ in 10 minutes (See
Appendix C) and it burned fiberglass and vacuum bag as shown in Figure 33.

A

B

C

Figure 33. Burning the specimen A due to the high temperature
Vacuum bag has been damaged while the specimen A burned due to that the
vacuum bag is not hold the layers of fiberglass and thermocouple as one body. Therefore
in the second experiment set-up the new vacuum bag with the specimen B and C as
shown in Figure 34. To decrease the maximum temperature reaches, the second
experiment uses the lower voltage. But in the second trial of the experiment, the error has
been occurs. The temperature reading at third layer is higher than the heat source,
because thermocouple at the heat source is placed on top of the copper plate. The copper
è

plate thermal conductivity is very high as 398 V∙℃ (Chung, 2001). Therefore, the
thermocouple at heat source indicated lower temperature than its actual temperature. So
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the thermocouple was relocated in a different area to prevent if from touching the copper
plate as shown in Figure 35.

B

C

Figure 34. B and C specimens in the vacuum bag

Figure 35. Single 5-layer carbon fabric specimen in the vacuum bag
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With the final set-up as shown in Figure 35, three different constant voltages were
applied using 20, 30, and 40 volts. During the constant 40 volts experiment applied to the
five layers of carbon fabric, the fabric temperature is increased very rapidly within ten
minutes that the experiment must be stopped for the safety concern. The other two
voltages (20 and 30 volts) run until each of the layer temperature get into the steady state.
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Chapter VI: Results and Discussion

6.1. Approximation of Resistance Equations
Most of the carbon fabric system values are unknown, such as heat capacity and
resistance, because the carbon fabric system has been modified. Due to this fact,
unknown resistances have to be driven by an approximation method. There are two main
methods used to solve such a problem. The first method is called Beta (•) parameter
method. It is used as an approximation of the characteristic of resistance that is a function
of temperature. The second method is called Steinhart-Hart. It is a higher order equation
to drive the resistance values. Both methods give good proximity results, but the Beta (•)
parameter method gives more accurate results than the Steinhart-Hart only for the
constant 20 volts.

6.1.1. Beta ( ) Parameter
From the experiments, the Beta (•) and A constant can be determined. The Beta

is 62.6852 0 (Kelvin), and constant A is 116.702 Ω . By substituting the Beta and
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constant A into Eq. 4. 4. 21, the resistance values can be determined with various
temperatures as shown in Table 3.
Table 3. Beta Parameter's approximated resistance values
Resistance Temperature ℃
117.76
137
100.80
138
85.36
139
71.24
140
58.28
141
46.34
142
35.31
143
25.08
144
15.58
145
6.71
146
-1.56
147
-9.31
148
-16.58
149
-23.42
150

As shown in Table 3, the resistance increases with temperature decreases due to
the material property of carbon. This table shows that the carbon fabric resistance values
depend on the temperature. For a comparison between the theoretical values and
experimental values see Figure 36.
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Figure 36. Comparison of resistance values between Beta Parameter and
experimental
As shown in Figure 36, the Beta parameter resistance values are through the midsection of experimental values. According to the results, the Beta parameter resistance
values that function of temperature give fine proximity resistance values.

6.1.2. Steinhart-Hart
Also similar to Beta parameter, three constants (a, b, and c) can be determined
from the experiment. The theoretical constants values of a, b, and c are -0.51896,
0.152294 and -0.00191. With these constants values, the approximate resistances values
can be determined. Steinhart-Hart method resistance values with temperatures are shown
in Table 4.
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Table 4. Steinhart-Hart's approximated resistance values
Resistance Temperature (℃
97.29
137
84.48
138
72.97
139
62.58
140
53.16
141
44.61
142
36.82
143
29.71
144
23.21
145
17.24
146
11.77
147
6.74
148
2.12
149
-2.14
150

Also Table 4 shows negative temperature coefficient as Beta parameter. For the
comparison between the theoretical Steinhart-Hart values and experimental values are
shown in Figure 37. Majority, Steinhart-Hart approximation method produce higher
accuracy of resistance values, but as shown in Figure 37 and Figure 38, the Beta
parameter method gives more accuracy resistance values. Because the Steinhart-Hart
method is third order equation, therefore, to get the accuracy value is relatively harder
than the Beta parameter method for the small change in resistance. For this particular
situation, using the Beta parameter method produces higher accuracy. But if the carbon
fabric system generates higher temperature, it gives higher difference values in
resistance, and then the Steinhart-Hart method will produce higher accuracy of resistance
values.
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Figure 37. Comparison of resistance values between Steinhart-Hart and
experimental

Figure 38. Comparison between both approximation method and experimental
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6.2. Effect of the Negative Temperature Coefficient
Carbon is one of the common materials that have the negative temperature
coefficient. The negative temperature coefficient makes resistance and temperatures are
inversely proportional. In electrical system, resistance is proportional to the current,
voltage, power, or thermal energy. In this paper used constant 20 voltage, which means is
power or thermal energy is changing with the temperature. But for the special case as
when the change in currents are small over the temperature changes, power or thermal
energy can be assuming as constant.

Figure 39. Experimental currents change over time
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As shown in Figure 39, currents are changing very small through the time. As time
passes, the temperature is changing from
current can be assuming as constant.

14℃ to 65℃ (see Figure 40). In this case,

Figure 40. Theoretical temperature profile of carbon fabric
It happens due to the small resistance changing over temperature range between

14℃

and 65℃. But when constant voltage increase, the temperature difference will increase. If

the temperature differences are larger, it makes larger difference in resistance, so the
assumption of constant current will fail. Therefore, if the voltage is lower than the
constant 20 volts, the current can assume as constant.
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6.3. Approximation of Heat Capacity of the Carbon Fabric System
In section 6.1 mentioned earlier, the heat capacitor is also unknown for the carbon
fabric system. Therefore, it has to approximate the values by comparing the experimental
values with known values.
For the heat generation of carbon fabric system, the temperature profile can be
determined by using Eq. 4. 4. 16. With that temperature profile, thermal constant time
can be drive with Eq. 4. 5. 3. After determine the temperature at thermal constant time of
the experimental, these values are substituting into Eq. 4. 4. 12 for finding the heat
capacitor.

C= 1
C= 3
C= 5

5

℃
5

℃
5

℃

C= 7.1
C= 9

5

℃

5

℃

Figure 41. Effect of the temperature profile by heat capacity
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6.4. Carbon Fabric Heat Generation
Within the constant voltage and current, the carbon fabric heat generation
determines over the time by using the first order ordinary differential equation. While the
carbon fabric generates heat, there is heat loss due to the surrounding environment.
Electrical power is dissipated as heat and body of the carbon fabric temperature increase.
Comparing the theoretical and experiment temperature rise depend on the time shows
below figure,

Figure 42. Comparison between experiment and theoretical carbon fabric heat
generation temperature profile
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Beginning portion of the experiment result indicates that the temperature starts
from zero degrees Celsius. It happens due to the thermocouple signal box. This
thermocouple signal box cannot measure the negative temperature. Therefore, it indicates
the zero degrees Celsius. But actually, it starts from the negative temperature. Except
time between zeros to 150 seconds, the percent difference of the temperature between
experiment and theoretical values are less than five percent.

Figure 43. Resistances change over the time
The percent difference at the beginning portion came from the constant current
assumption. Theoretical thermal energy at beginning portion is slightly higher than the
experimental, and around 150 seconds, theoretical and experiment thermal energy
become equals. As shown in Figure 43, beginning section of the resistance values are
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slightly higher than the average resistance. After the beginning section, experiment
temperature increase as theoretical. At the very end section, there is very small
temperature difference occurs, it occurs from the pressure applied during the experiment,
that causes change the resistance value.

6.5. Composite Layer Wise Temperature
According to the manufacturer, carbon fabric’s raising the temperature difference

over the area is less than about ± 2℃ (Hi-Carbon). It means, this system uniformly
transfers the heat over the surface skin structure. In this experiment, fiberglass has been

selected for the surface skin structure, because unshielded hot junction thermocouple
cannot measure the temperature for the conductive material. Thermocouples are placed at
the carbon fabric system, third, sixth and ninth layer of surface skin structure. The
temperature rise of the each layer shows in Figure 44.
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Figure 44. Temperature profiles of each layer
As mentioned at the section 6.4, the thermocouple signal box cannot measure the
negative temperature. Consequently, for the ninth layer stays at near zero degrees Celsius
for about 70 seconds, also at the zero layer stays at near zero degrees Celsius for several

seconds. And the third layer at the temperature 50℃ and the sixth layer at the
temperature 40℃, temperature bumps are present. The possible causes are, these surface

skins structures are not in perfect thermal contact, or the surface skin is little bit curved
during the composite curing process as shown in Figure 45.
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Gap

Figure 45 One Layer of the Surface Skin Structure
That curvature at the center create gap between the carbon fabric system and
surface skin structure. But when the temperature increases, the gap is decreasing due to
the fiberglass surface skin gets more flexible. When it gets more flexible, with the same
amounts of vacuum pressure can decreasing the gap. Additionally, the thickness of the
thermocouple makes more gaps. For avoid these problems, multi layers of the fiberglass
have to curing with flat plate and the thermocouple wire has to be thinner.
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Figure 46. Comparison Temperature of layer
Fiberglass has low thermal conductivity, so compared to the metals, the quantity

of heat transmitted is low. At the carbon fabric system temperature is 65℃ and as shown
in Figure 46, the temperature is about 35℃. There are temperature differences about

30℃ between 0 layers and 9 layers. Higher the difference temperature makes more
electrical power to rise the temperature.

6.6. Thermal Conductivity
Thermal conductivity is the quantity of heat transmitted through a material
thickness. Higher thermal conductivity is transferring the more heat through a thickness.
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Theoretically, the polymer reinforced fabric thermal conductivity can be defined. More
details are explained in section 4.6.1. For the fiberglass, to determine the thermal
property from other resource is difficult, because fiberglass is not commonly using in the
thermal environment. Therefore, using the volume fraction, the thermal conductivity of
fiberglass defined by derives the equation (Eq. 4. 7. 1 and Eq. 4. 6. 2).
Theoretical thermal conductivity is 0.084536
è

è

V∙℃

, and experimental thermal

conductivity is 0.102673 V∙℃ . The percent difference is 19.38%. There are several
possibilities occurs the percent difference. First, theoretical thermal conductivity used
general property values. And other possible is, as the temperature increase, the thermal
conductivity slightly increase. So the general case values are mostly measured at room
temperature (25℃), and the experiment environment temperature is

14℃.

As similar to the Figure 46, with same initial temperature with different thermal
conductivity, it shows changing the temperature through the layers.
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Figure 47. Comparison of the temperature with different material
Carbon fiber has high thermal conductivity, which means, there is small difference
temperature between zero and ninth layer. These high conductivity materials frequently
use for the heat sinks. And silica aerogel is new material that use for the thermal
protection system in spacecraft. About 99.98% is air of this material; therefore, the
thermal conductivity of aerogel is very similar to air. Such as, the high thermal
conductivity materials can be using as heat sinks, and low thermal conductivity materials
can be using as insulators.
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Chapter VII: Conclusion and Future Work

7.1. Conclusion
De-icing system of an aircraft surface is one of the most necessary equipment for
the weather hazards. Even if the departure place sea level temperature is high, ice can be
formed on aircraft surface when an aircraft flights over the 8,000 feet from the sea level.
And the weight has to be decreased for increasing efficiency of aircraft performance.
Therefore in recent days, many of the aircraft manufacturer use composites materials due
to their low weight. The proposed de-icing system is even about 10 times lighter than
?

fiberglass materials. The density of this proposed de-icing system is 0.263AV• .
The carbon fabric material made by woven fabrics and graphite powder thus, it is
very flexible with light weight. Many of the current techniques of electrical de-icing
system use the resistivity wire. It is less flexible, has a small effective area, and heavy
weight. If the resistivity wire has been damaged or cut, that causes the open circuit of the
electrical system which means, no heat generates due to the no current flow. In the
carbon fabric system, it is designed woven fabrics types, so even if there are some
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cuttings in the circuit, it will operate. And due to the material, it can attach itself to the
complex curved surface. Also it can easily cover the large surface of an aircraft.
In this research experiment, fiberglass has been selected for the aircraft surface,
but as shown in Figure 44, the fiberglass is not good material for wing leading edge
because heat transfer from the carbon fabric to the 2.25mm thick outer surface, shows big
difference in temperature. Thus, fiberglass is not a good material for the wing leading
edge or control surface. As shown in Figure 47, carbon fiber is much better to use for
where the de-icing system is required.
This proposed de-icing system is not instant active de-icing system as pneumatic
de-icing boots, but it requires less maintenance with semi-permanent system. Also
replacement wise, it can easily de-attach from the structure due to the small cell size. The
operating voltage is 20 volt with direct current, therefore, it possess very safety for the
electrical operation. After the power supplied, it heat up to 40℃ within three minutes
from the

14℃. That proves about it has high potential for using the de-icing system.

With 20 volt operation voltage, it can easily predict how fast it can reach the target
temperature in any temperature. Because when the supplying voltage is lower than 20
volts, the current flow is constant as mentioned in section 6.2. If the operation voltage
higher than 20 volt, the operating power has to be consider the temperature, because the
graphite material has temperature dependent properties.
As mentioned about the carbon material property, resistance is proportionally
related with temperature. So to predict the resistance values, approximation of the
characteristic of resistance methods are require. There are two main approximation
method which those are Beta (•) Parameter and Steinhart-Hart methods. Most of the
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time, Steinhart-Hart approximation method produces higher accurate values of resistance
than Beta Parameter approximation method. But in this research, Beta Parameter method
produces better results than the Steinhart-Hart method. Since Steinhart-Hart method is
higher order equation, the small change in the resistance values will produce a higher
error than the Beta Parameter method. But if the operation voltage is higher than the 30
volt, the Beta parameter method will produce higher error.
The theoretically calculated thermal conductivity of the fiberglass has some
percentage difference with the experiment. The percentage difference might come from
using the typical properties of fiberglass. If using the right properties of this fiberglass, it
will cause the lower the percent difference.
Carbon fabric de-icing system improved some disadvantages from the current
techniques as weight, heating area, and replacement. And it also gives satisfied results for
the temperature incensement. Finally, the heat flux for the carbon fabric system is
0.11272

è

AV9

and that heat flux produces maximum temperature around 67℃.

7.2. Future Work
Numerical analysis of the proposed de-icing system with the temperature
dependence thermal conductivity has to be simulated. A flat plate structure is examined
in this research and curved structures with a thick plate can be examined in future. One
recommendation is using the pure carbon fiber as heat source. When it was tested for few
times, the carbon fibers generated more heat in much shorter time. If pure carbon fibers
can be controlled, it would make a better de-icing system compared to the fabrics.
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Appendix A: 5 Layers of carbon fabric with 30 VDC

Figure 48. Temperature profile for 30 VDC

Figure 49. Current profile for 30 VDC
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Appendix B: 5 Layers of carbon fabric with 40 VDC

Figure 50. Temperature profile for 40 VDC

Figure 51. Current profile for 40 VDC
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Appendix C: 10 Layers of carbon fabric with 40 VDC

Figure 52. 10 Layers of carbon fabric temperature profile for 40 VDC, around 800s,
carbon fabric burned fiberglass

Figure 53. 10 Layers of carbon fabric current profile for 40 VDC, around the 900s
turned power off
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